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Dream
B2202

Nobody knows where is confidence from, maybe it has 
thousands of sources and millions of incarnations. But 
when we sit on these noble and comfortable office chairs, 
self-confidence is really not far away.

UNLIMITED DESIGN
PROPER ASSEMBLY

Plain but noble, simple but inspiring---this is 
the goal of  in the field of office furniture. 

Simple and plain lines, honest and square shape, 
smooth and glossy colors, let you feel its care 

even in the tension of work.

CONCISE 
INGENIOUS 

STYLISH PRIME 
ELEGANT 
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The back can recline fluidly up 
to 10° according to the human 
body, thus encouraging natural 
movement and comfort. This 
sense of ease keeps your 
mind focused and helps boost 
creativity throughout the 
workday and during meetings.

The handle can be used to 
instantly adjust the angle 
of the seat cushion, and 
it can be tilted down by 
6° to ensure that the user 
maintains the correct sitting 
posture when sitting high.

Balance & Relax
Dream, the New Ergonomic Chair - Can support 
a variery of work states, focus on work or relax 
communication. Dream's excellent design allows 
the pelvis to tilt forward naturally and the spine to a 
naturally balanced position. Meanwhile, the upper 
body is optimally supported, allowing the body to 
achieve the best of natural balance and relaxation.
 
Studies have shown that traditional "right-angle" 
sitting can lead to poor back support, weaken 
major muscle groups, and ultimately lead to a 
variety of lifestyle ailments. The most effective pose 
for sedentary people is to create an open angle 
between the thighs and torso, with the hips as a 
fulcrum. This rotates the pelvis forward until the 
spine reaches its natural balance.

A scene is created by the mind. The field of thought is no longer restricted by space. Office demonstrates the simple city sense, 
relaxing, bright, with personalized environment that is cool, professional and reliable.

Exceptional modeling

#350 polished five-star feet

class 4 import gas cylinder

Ф60mm PA casters
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Elegance is a kind of quality beauty; fashion, popularity is its most brilliant and brightest 
expression. Style, personality is its most unique expression. And casualty, comfort is its most tender 
and exquisite face.  swivel chair clearly demonstrate the new view of modern office furniture.

Succinct design
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Dream
B2202-Bar Stool

Stylish prime 
elegant, concise 

ingenious 

With flexible adjustment of angle, the design 
strives for maximum comfort; ergonomically 

curved shape make it ideal for user to get 
relaxed in a shortest period of time.

Meticulous craftsmanship, in which every 
part is finely selected, ensures high standard 

and high quality.
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Swatches

Line Graph

Red Dark Blue

Dream
D2202

Concise design, 
pleasant atmosphere

Perfect products are precious because of creative ideas. 
Flexible and adjustable designs are in accordance with 
ergonomic theory, and fully save the limited office space, 
representing modern office and management concepts.
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